Mexico
LATAM’s rising star
A guide to payments in LATAM’s
next booming market

INTRODUCTION
When planning for global expansion, payments are often last on
the list for consideration. But before rushing to localize websites
and set up local entities, businesses should consider how their
new shoppers might like to pay for their goods or services. Letting
customers pay in the ways the know and trust will significantly
increase your reach into new markets, which is why we strongly
recommend a payments-first approach.
In markets like Mexico, where a high proportion of the population
remain unbanked, credit card penetration is very low and most
Mexican shoppers prefer to pay using cash-based methods such as
convenience store payments.
This guide will walk you through the key features of the Mexican
payments landscape, exploring local regulations and key payment
methods, to help define your strategy for entering this promising
market.

THE OPPORTUNITY
Over the recent years, Mexico has attracted increased interest from
global brands looking to expand in a country where online shopping is growing at an exponential rate. The country’s online retail
revenues are forecasted to grow from $2.8 billion in 2014 to $6.7
billion in 2019, with online buyers increasing from 10.1 million to
21.1 million.
However, as companies look to gain foothold in Mexico, challenges
for entry into market can arise, specifically related to setting up
payment systems. This document will evaluate some of the key issues
international merchants should consider prior to market entry, and
offer advice based on extensive on-the-ground experience.

SHOPPER SNAPSHOT
The population of Mexico is the second largest population in Latin
America with 122 million residents, 39 percent of whom are considered middle class. It is relatively young, with an average age of just
27. One-third of this population is estimated to be millenials, which
is often a factor in driving the popularity of ecommerce; last year,
56 million people accessed the Internet in Mexico. Despite the high
number of internet and mobile phone users in the country, nearly
two-thirds of the population do not have bank accounts.

THE MOBILE OUTLOOK
While the sheer volume and age of potential shoppers makes the
country an attractive market, there is another component to the
viability of Mexico ecommerce: Mexico is mobile. A recent study
shows that Mexico is one of 22 countries leading the trend toward
mobile commerce, and young adults made 88 percent of smartphone purchases. The country has one of the largest mobile markets
in Latin America, with one-third of all residents using smartphones.
At 18 percent, it boasts the highest percentage of Internet traffic
coming from mobile phones in Latin America. Teens and young
adults are the main Internet users, with more than half of the country’s Internet users and mobile phone users belonging to this group.

PAYMENT METHODS IN MEXICO
Cash-based methods 24%
Bank transfer 22%
Visa 19%
MasterCard 17%
PayPal 10%
American Express 8%

ECOMMERCE
In Mexico, 19 percent of consumers shop online at least once
a month, and are considered highly educated with the highest
reported levels of income. It is estimated that around 24 percent
of consumers in Mexico shop online between one and eight times
per year and 21.1 million consumers are expected to become online
shoppers by 2018.
The numbers of online consumers in Mexico are only expected to
grow as access to the Internet becomes more prevalent and the
telecom industry supports mobile Internet uptake and digital
access. This represents a growing opportunity for cross-border
sales, as more consumers access the Internet, especially for digitally savvy international companies. Mexico trade with the U.S.
totals $1 billion-plus per day.

ADYEN RECOMMENDATIONS
Optimizing a payment strategy in Mexico requires a flexible
payments partner with local knowledge and capabilities, as well as
relevant past experience. Having local knowledge of the intricate
bureaucratic requirements can make a huge difference in establishing a presence in Mexico, where Adyen supports all key local
payment methods.

LOCAL VS. CROSS-BORDER PAYMENTS
Global companies determining how to structure payments often
need to think about using a cross-border or a local approach. For
instance, a merchant could choose to use a strictly “cross-border”
approach with a central entity accepting payments in multiple
countries via a single acquirer. Or it could use a “local” approach,
which would require a local acquirer or an international acquirer
with the correct domestic licenses to accept payments. Merchants
can also use a combination of these approaches, implementing a
cross-border payment strategy in one country and a local strategy
in another.
In general, we recommend local acquiring, since many domestic
cards in Mexico are not enabled for cross-border payments. Local
processing would therefore increase authorization rates and mitigate fraud issues, especially when it comes to ecommerce. However,
processing payments locally requires separate acquirer contracts,
which can create additional internal complexity and related costs.
Cross-border payments are suitable for those merchants who
do not wish to invest the time and energy into developing local
acquiring relationships. In these instances, we recommend that

merchants implement relevant payment methods to optimize their
Mexico-specific websites. You should be aware that card authorization rates in a cross-border scenario may be lower because the
transactions will generally be considered higher risk.

PROCESS AND BUREAUCRATIC CONSIDERATIONS
For all of its size and its growing connectivity, Mexico is an emerging market that presents a few challenges for companies looking to
establish a footprint there. Without the right payments partner, the
time required to implement payments can be quite lengthy.
Furthermore, Mexico is a fragmented market with more than 10
acquirers. This sometimes requires the merchant to have relationships with more than one acquirer, with separate contracts for
each one, which can be more complicated when installments are
taken into consideration. Not all cards in Mexico are automatically
enabled for ecommerce; however, there are a number of banks that
do enable them right away.
Many of these challenges can be attributed to bureaucracy; excessive document requirements and procedures can be costly and
time consuming. Lack of payment infrastructure and technology
can also create a hindrance for some merchants.

PAYMENT METHODS ADYEN SUPPORTS
• Credit and debit cards
• Cash
• Online Banking

Credit cards
Credit cards have a lower penetration in the Mexico ecommerce
market than in many other markets. While Visa leads the credit card
penetration with 19 percent, MasterCard comes in slightly lower at
17 percent. American Express is often seen as a reflection of high
socioeconomic status and spending power. In addition, Mexico is
the only country in Latin America that has a significant penetration
of AmEx.
Installments (Meses sin interés) are also very common in Mexico.
Customers may make a purchase in up to 20 installments; the
merchant will receive the settlement with additional costs, depending on the amount of installments offered to the shopper.

WHAT ADYEN OFFERS
We have local acquiring capabilities in Mexico, which
allows merchants to process transactions with credit
and debit cards issued by any bank. Our easy-tointegrate, full-service solution means you can accept
credit and debit cards with all functionalities, including
installments with select issuing banks. It also means
you don’t need to have separate relationships with
multiple banks or providers to process card payments
in Mexico (unlike a traditional cross-border approach,
you can process and settle locally in Mexico).

OXXO
Cash-based payment methods, including bank transfers and convenience-store payments, represent 46 percent of ecommerce transactions in Mexico.
Convenience store, OXXO, is the cash payment leader in Mexico.
Customers pay for their items online and print a voucher, which
they then take to one of the 13,000 OXXO locations in the country
to pay.

WHAT ADYEN OFFERS
We offer a full-service direct connection to OXXO,
which means we do all settlement, reporting, and
reconciliation for merchants. Please note that OXXO
is not optimized for mobile because vouchers still
need to be printed and cannot be scanned on
mobile devices.

E-Wallets: MercadoPago
Ewallets currently account for 12% of mcommerce (mobile wallets,
mobile banking, and mobile shopping) in Mexico. While smartphone ownership is high, concerns about mobile payments and
data privacy play into the lack of bank account or credit card ownership. But with the major shift toward mobile, ewallets still play an
important part of any payment strategy.

WHAT ADYEN OFFERS
Adyen supports a redirect integration with
MercadoPago, an e-wallet that supports most of the
relevant payment methods in Mexico, and is owned
by the largest ecommerce ecosystem in Latin
America. The redirect integration allows merchants
to provide MercadoPago’s checkout with all of their
payment methods.

Want to speak to a local payments expert?
We would love to set up a call to discuss further how we can
help accelerate your expansion into Mexico. Call our LATAM
headquarters on +55 11 4130 2520 or email brazil@adyen.com.

“Mexico can be an extremely complicated marketplace, with a
myriad of complex legislations and configuration requirements to
contend with. But with Adyen all of this is taken care of. Thanks to its
advanced technology and data insights, we are able to bypass legacy
systems and drive optimization every step of the way. As a result
our overall conversions are up by 8%. We are delighted with this
result and look forward to rolling-out this partnership worldwide.”
Anko van der Werff, Chief Revenue Officer, Aeromexico.

ABOUT ADYEN
Adyen is a technology company that provides businesses with a
single solution to accept payments anywhere in the world. The
only provider of a modern end-to-end infrastructure connecting
merchants directly to Visa, Mastercard, and 250 other payment
methods globally, Adyen delivers frictionless payments across
online, mobile, and in-store. Headquartered in Amsterdam and
San Francisco, with offices across North America, South America,
Europe, Asia and Australia, Adyen serves more than 4,500 businesses, including 7 of the 10 largest U.S. Internet companies.
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